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Taking on the Issues of Social Justice
and Sustainability

“I love being able to put my creativity to
good use and (facilitating) telling stories
that engage and empower audiences and
communities. It’s always great to come
up with new ideas for projects and events
and to see them develop and evolve. I
love connecting, collaborating and cocreating with other people and learning
while doing.”

Helen Gimber (LHA, GrE 97-04) has taken on a variety of projects in her career, working in NGO
campaigning, design, marketing, social media, and event management, to name but a few. The
recurrent themes of her work are “co-creation, empowerment, social justice and sustainability” and she
has now taken on issues around sustainable fashion, gender equality and anti-racism.
Helen’s journey
After falling in love with the art of
printing at CH, Helen went to Central
Saint Martin’s College of Art and Design
in London for an art foundation course,
where she discovered the discipline she
went on to study during her degree:
surface pattern design. She later found
a love for textiles during her threeyear BA course at another University of
Arts London college, London College
of Communication (LCC). She said: “I
wasn’t interested in textiles at all at the
start, but by the end of the three years I
was all about it, and it’s a topic that has
stuck with me. One of our projects in
second year was about using recycled
materials and I visited an exhibition about
upcycling… and this led me down a path
I am still on: the effect of textile (and
fashion) production on people and the
planet.”
Another game-changing moment in
Helen’s career came during her first year
out of CH, when a spot had opened up
at the last minute to go to the National
Union of Students’ National Conference
in Blackpool. She said: “I landed in the
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world of student politics, which became
a defining part of my life over the next
five and a half years. This introduced
me to many themes and skill sets that
I have come back to since: creative
campaigning, active political leadership,
volunteer management and liberation
campaigns.”
Helen fell in love with Berlin after visiting
the city as a student and decided to move
there after she graduated, motivated by
the prospect of improving her German
skills and also drawn by the sustainable
fashion scene. Initially a temporary
decision, Helen has now been living in
Berlin for more than ten years. A few
years in, she found herself teaching textile
technology to BA students at a university,
became involved with the Clean Clothes
Campaign (CCC) and started giving talks
and leading workshops on workers’ rights
in the fashion industry.
Helen said: “The CCC is an international
network of 300+ NGOs, workers’ rights
organisations and unions. I first came
across the CCC when I was SU President,
through a project called Fashioning an
Ethical Industry, which promoted teaching

sustainability on fashion design courses.
After going to an info evening with
speakers from Hong Kong, I got involved
in the Berlin action group as a volunteer;
a year later I started working part-time in
the office - a role which I recently left after
six and a half years. During that time, I got
involved with other partner organisations
in Germany and also the international
network (which, among other things,
took me to Stockholm to protest at the
H&M annual shareholders’ meeting). I
co-organised multiple ‘action weekends’
which saw between 20 and 60 people
coming together for talks, workshops and
campaign planning. One thing I really
enjoyed about the role was coordinating
speakers’ tours - where invited activists
would travel around Europe to meet with
politicians, the press and civil society. For
example, one woman whose husband
was killed in the Ali Enterprises factory
fire in Pakistan in 2012 and had started a
petition to get the factory’s main buyer
(KiK) to pay compensation - which, after
a four-year campaign by many different
organisations was successful.”
Helen has also worked around issues
of diversity and equality. She said,
“Somewhere along the way, I made
an active choice to delve more into
feminism, in particular black feminism
and intersectional feminism. Through
a series of events at a women’s centre I
did several critical whiteness workshops
and got to know the women of the
International Women* Space - a feminist,
anti-racist group of migrant and refugee
women. I attended a talk at which the
three founders were speaking and asking
for help. At the end, I went up to them
and asked what they needed help with,
they said, ‘the website’ - and that was
the start of another chapter: both getting
involved and becoming a member of the
group and getting into web design (only
with WordPress, I can’t claim to be a web
developer!). So that website was the first
of many that I have now worked on… I
like to say I’m still a surface designer…
just the surfaces are now online!”

One of Helen’s proudest achievements so
far has been working on the International
Women* Space book launches. She
said “The first book launch (there have
been three and counting), IN OUR OWN
WORDS, was the first big project I worked
on with them (apart from the website)
back in 2015. The book contains the
testimonials of ten refugee women living
in Germany. It was a labour of love and
we were overwhelmed by the response at
the launch event.”
Sustainable fashion
Sustainable fashion is a particular issue
that Helen has found interest in. Not
only concerned with the wasteful aspect
of “fast fashion”, sustainable fashion
focuses on social justice, dealing with the
entire system of fashion. One of Helen’s
first jobs in Berlin was for THEKEY.TO, a
fashion trade show for sustainable brands.
Through her network in Berlin, Helen has
also worked on design projects with small,
sustainable brands.
Helen said: “My mum used to sell fair
trade products when I was younger. I
spent many a leave-weekend helping set
up her stall in the church or at a village
fete! It was for Traidcraft, who promoted
the idea of ‘aid through trade’. My
mum is of the ‘make-do-and-mend’ and
‘waste-not-want-not’ generation - so
that definitely impacted me growing up,
whether I realised it at the time or not. We
always shopped at second-hand shops
and I grew to love the fact that that meant
finding more unique, ‘alternative’ items,
which suited my burgeoning style! So that
was on a personal level, and, as I’ve got
older, more and more political convictions
have come into the mix.
“The fashion industry is built on
devastating global inequalities, power
imbalances, oppression, racism, classism
and sexism, which are deeply ingrained
and can seem impossible to challenge.
The more you learn and go down the
sustainable fashion path, the longer the
road back to “unsustainable” ignorant
shopping bliss is, and at some point,
you can no longer turn back, I guess!
Fashion can and should also be a lot of
fun. I love that you can use fashion to

express your identity and play around
with how you show yourself to the world.
For a generally positive look at changing
the fashion game, check out Fashion
Revolution.”
Working as a freelancer
Helen’s career as a freelancer was almost
inevitable. She said: “At CH, I was often
awarded the ‘all-rounder’ prize when the
award season rolled around at the end of
the year. This is something that has stuck
with me. I often describe my current work
situation as having a ‘puzzle’ of jobs. Most
of the time I had a part-time job (with a
‘proper’ contract) and also worked on
freelance projects on the side, but, for the
past two years, I have been freelancing
full time. I didn’t really ‘decide’ to work as
a freelancer as such, but it has suited me
well, being able to mix and match many
different roles. I have gained a very broad
range of skills and experiences across
marketing, communications, campaigning
and project and event management
with a focus on the creative industries
and not-for-profit settings. Recurring
themes in my work have become cocreation, empowerment, social justice and
sustainability.”
Working as a freelancer has benefits and
challenges. Helen said: “Flexibility is a
major benefit - being able to choose
when and where and how you work.
In theory, getting to choose who you
work for - that is the first thing that most
people mention. I have certainly been
lucky to be able to select what projects
and organisations I work for. But starting
out you often have to say yes to projects
that you would rather say no to.”

The impact of CH
Helen’s older brother and sister are also
Old Blues and her parents were involved
with the School. She said: “CH and its
ethos had a massive impact on me and
my life. On a practical level, the facilities,
the art and language school facilities,
were better than many that I’ve had
access to since, and the extra-curricular
activities. Obviously also fellow pupils
- the general high attainment level was
seen as standard and housemates growing up so closely with people with
different ‘herstories’ to my own and also
what I perceived as a certain level of
freedom (I know not everyone felt like
that). CH inspired me, or I guess rather
gave me the self-confidence to develop
my own interests and take the steps I
needed to pursue them.”

FIND OUT MORE
For more info about what
Helen has discussed, visit:
Helen’s design website:
hlgxdesign.com
Fashion Revolution: www.
fashionrevolution.org
International Womens* Space:
iwspace.de
CCC: cleanclothes.org
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Exploring the Building Blocks of
Embodied Intelligence
Gemma Clarke (ColA 93-00) is the Project Manager at the Oxford Robotics Institute, working on projects
focused on researching robotics, artificial intelligence, systems engineering and other related fields. With
a varied career journey, Gemma is now concentrating on how robotics and artificial intelligence can help
to “amplify human capacity” with research driven by both fundamental scientific questions as well as realworld applications.
By Gemma’s own admission, her career
journey so far is “the very definition of
a ‘squiggly career’”. After leaving CH,
Gemma read Arabic at Durham University,
and lived in Alexandria, Egypt, for a
year. After graduating, she went on to
work as a maritime intelligence analyst
for a private security firm, handling
predominantly piracy-related cases
on behalf of both commercial and
government agencies, including the US
Navy.
Her journey then pivoted towards
international development, where
Gemma worked in operations-based
roles at Oxfam GB and Oxford
Policy Management (an international
development consultancy). It was during
this time that a number of colleagues
inspired Gemma to study for a second
degree, this time in environmental studies
with the Open University.
This led to Gemma joining the British
Antarctic Survey in 2017, supporting the
delivery of the €12m, EU FP7-funded
ICE-ARC (Ice, Climate, Economics – Arctic
Research on Change) programme. The
programme united over 100 experts
from 24 institutions across 12 countries,
working in collaboration with Arctic
indigenous communities, industry,
policy makers, and the public. Of this
experience, Gemma said: “it was an
incredible privilege to work at the British
Antarctic Survey, and the experience I

gained there ultimately paved the way to
my current role.”
Gemma is now the Project Manager
at the Oxford Robotics Institute (ORI),
an independent institute within the
Department of Engineering Science at
the University of Oxford. There, seven
research groups and a team of software
and hardware engineers cover a broad
span of technical topics, including
machine learning and AI; computer vision;
fabrication; multispectral sensing; and
perception and systems engineering,
among others.
Gemma said of her role: “I am
responsible for the whole project lifecycle: supporting academics in applying
for research funding, as well as managing
a £20 million projects portfolio. This
includes our latest addition, a £7.6m
EPSRC funded Programme Grant
called From Sensing to Collaboration:
Engineering, Exploring and Exploiting the
Building Blocks of Embodied Intelligence.
“The aim of this research programme is
to deliver autonomous systems which
amplify human capacity and potential;
so we are looking at innovation in areas
such as social care via assistive robotics,
logistics, manufacturing, agriculture (using
manipulation and soft robotics to pick soft
fruits for example), as well as service and
inspection.”

While at CH, Gemma took part in a wide
range of activities, honing various skills.
She said: “As a lifelong polymath, CH
offered the opportunity to explore a
myriad of different interests and activities,
from astronomy and Duke of Edinburgh
expeditions to a stint in learning ancient
Greek, teaching Latin via the Minimus
course to local schoolchildren, and a
(failed) attempt at learning the flute!”

This new project stems from the issue
that, currently, robots are unable to sense,
interpret and navigate unprecedented
occurrences. To be able to contribute
effectively to areas such as social care
and agriculture, robots need to be able
to perform a huge variety of tasks with
minimum human intervention. With the
From Sensing to Collaboration project,
Gemma and the rest of the team at the
ORI will be researching and creating
robots that will acquire the problemsolving abilities needed for them to
enhance human productivity, and make
both a societal and ecological impact,
largely unaided.

“The aim of
this research
programme is to
deliver autonomous
systems which
amplify human
capacity and
potential“
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Previously, Gemma has project managed
research into legged-robotics, such as
“ANYmal B” (pictured, right), a fourlegged walking robot. ANYmal B’s legs
can sense force, meaning that it can
adjust its gait as it moves, for stability. It
also builds up a picture of its environment
using a variety of depth cameras. This
robot is now used by the ORI for ongoing
robotics research projects. Gemma has
also worked on projects involving ORI’s
Range Rover (pictured, below right),
which is kitted out with special cameras
and sensors to capture a wealth of data
in different conditions, from motorway
driving to farmers’ fields.

The teachers at CH were also instrumental
in inspiring Gemma in her hobbies and
future career. She said: “The teaching
staff at CH are exceptional, often giving
their time freely to help pupils build
resilience and realise their potential.
“My father was in the RAF and because
we moved around a lot as a family, the
disruption meant that it was hard for me
to build long-term friendships. As such,
I was quite a shy kid when I first arrived
at CH. The confidence I possess now,
both in my work and personal life, can be
traced back to the support and guidance I

Gemma is keen for young people to not
get bogged down in choosing a career
path too early. She said: “There is an
incredible amount of pressure on young
people to select a particular career, to
gain the ‘right’ qualifications as quickly as
possible, and to have everything just so.
For some pupils and young Old Blues,
they will know exactly what they want
to be early on, which is commendable.
However, I feel that for others like myself,
who enjoy a multitude of different
subjects and are just insatiably curious
about everything, there’s nothing wrong
with taking your time, seeing what
opportunities are out there, and shaping
your career across a number of sectors or
roles.
“I went from being an Arabic graduate
and working in maritime intelligence,

received from CH teaching staff, as well as
the friendships I developed there.“
“For example, after my final term, I went
on expedition with three other pupils
to the Ötztal Alps in Austria with Mr
Kemp (sadly no longer with us) and Dr
Wines, both of whom had voluntarily
organised the trip. It was the first time I
had been mountaineering outside of the
UK; it was jaw-droppingly beautiful yet
also incredibly challenging (physically
and mentally). The team’s support was
invaluable, and the experience led me
to go on and ultimately lead expeditions
myself. I now supervise and assess Duke
of Edinburgh expeditions in my spare
time, passing on that spirit of adventure
to the next generation.”

to international development, to Arctic
scientific research to robotics, without an
engineering or computer-science degree
or robotics knowhow. It was just hard
graft, a positive growth mindset, and
building up a suite of different skills over
time, in my case project management,
which secured my current role.
“I might not be an actual roboticist
(yet - working on it!), but my efforts
directly contribute towards enabling
robotics projects to happen, and I get
to play around with cool robots, without
spending a number of years attaining
a robotics PhD. Don’t be afraid of ‘not
knowing’ who or what you want to be.
Start off by identifying something you
are curious about and see where it takes
you – sometimes the journey is the most
enjoyable part, not the destination!”

FIND OUT MORE
For more information about the
projects Gemma and the team
at Oxford Robotics Institute are
working on,
visit ori.ox.ac.uk
or contact Gemma on
gemma@robots.ox.ac.uk
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The CH Eco Rangers Call for
Sustainable Living

collectively we can all make the necessary
changes to allow our planet to recover.”
Freddie
“Humans do amazing things, but we
often destroy anything in our path in
order to do so. I think everyone should
do their bit to reduce our impact on the
world, and having a big interest in climate
change meant that I quickly found a place
within the Eco Rangers, where there are
members with different interests.

Rising sea levels, damaged eco-systems, extreme weather patterns and loss of biodiversity are just some
of the threats to life on Earth linked to post-industrial human activity. However, by making personal
lifestyle changes and calling on those with power to outgrow harmful practices, we can help the Earth
begin to heal itself. The CH Eco Rangers are a group of pupils and staff who are promoting ecoconsciousness and sustainability at the School and beyond. They seek to reclaim eco-consciousness as a
positive trait, and attempt to do so in an inclusive way.
There have been many CH societies
dedicated to natural history over the
years; the Wellbeing Garden on East Gun
Copse was founded by the “Green Blues”
20 years ago. The current iteration of Eco
Rangers was founded at the beginning of
2019. The group is pupil-led, supervised
by Christy Hawkins (English teacher,
assistant Designated Safeguarding Lead
and Visiting Speaker Coordinator) and
Zoe Munday (Drama teacher, School
Mindfulness Specialist and Head of 2nd
Form).
The Eco Rangers’ aims are: “To drive
the School to be a more sustainable
organisation, and to encourage staff
and pupils to use their full resources to
educate and inspire on ecological issues.”
The group meets on a weekly, informal
basis, with all ages of pupils invited to
attend. On average there are around 15
to 20 attendees including staff - both the
Chief Operating Officer Nick Tesseyman
and the Property Director Francis
Pulvermacher are regular attendees, in
spite of their busy schedules.
When the School was in lockdown, the
Eco Rangers met online, which allowed
them to arrange more visiting speakers
through video conferencing. In the Lent
term alone they have welcomed Lizzy
Lewis of Votes for Schools, Richard

Dunne from the Harmony Project, and
tenant farmer David Exwood. One
familiar guest is Ed Hatton, Director of
Teaching and Learning, who is helping
devise a questionnaire to investigate and
encourage the delivery of eco topics in
the curriculum.
The Eco Rangers hold a number of events
for the School, to promote their aims. In
2019, they helped organise a Gaia Week
of lectures and events for the whole
school, which also included an Old Blues
Ramble to Sharpenhurst Hill on Old Blues’
Day. Pupils have attended School Strike
for Climate demonstrations and have
organised eco days for local children.
Last year, they held a successful preloved clothing sale in which 160 kg of
second-hand clothes were sold, raising
just over £600 for Bags of Support and
Nkuringo Education & Community
Support in Uganda. The money raised
was used to fund a solar oven for that
community, to reduce the use of coal
and provide a more manageable fuel
source. The clothing sale also helped
combat the issues around “fast-fashion”
by preventing the clothes from going to
landfill, and preventing the production of
greenhouse gasses in manufacturing of
new clothes.

The Eco Rangers have already
implemented a change in behaviour
across the School. In 2019, they helped
to drive the switch from plastic to
reusable water bottles, and they have
encouraged a change to LED lighting in
the Chapel. They have been instrumental
in resurrecting the School allotment and
restoring Bede’s Copse on Sharpenhurst
Hill. They have secured a bronze Green
Flag award and are consulting with SLT on
an “eco code” and plans to go carbonzero in the near future.
Christy Hawkins has this to say about why
it’s important for CH pupils to engage
in environmental matters: “In the light
of declining pupil wellbeing over the
last decade and the evidence-based
relationship between outdoor activity
and mental wellbeing, it makes sense for
the School to embrace and nurture the
natural beauty of our privileged location.
“As leaders and environmentalists call for
a ‘green restart’ instead of a return to the
‘business as usual’ which has so damaged
climate and ecosystems, we at Christ’s
Hospital must call for positive changes in
the way we operate and the education
we deliver. We must use all our resources
to help pupils evolve from consumers
to custodians of a healthy ecosystem.
The mission of our foundation and our
responsibility to future generations
demand no less.”
The Eco Rangers asked to give special
thanks to the Grounds and Catering
Teams, who have been very supportive of
their activities.

There has been an annual School prize
for Environmental Action since 2019.
The prize acknowledges leadership
in promoting sustainable living. The
recipient receives a tree sapling,
reminding us that great things come from
small beginnings.
The winners to date:
- Annabel Pulvermacher, for
spearheading the renewal of the School
allotment.
- Freddie Northcott, for driving the
Chapel lighting scheme.
- Max Moorcroft and Maddie Loveless
(joint winners), for connecting CH with
other organisations including Eco
Schools, South East Climate Alliance, XR
and the Youth Climate Summit.
We spoke to the past winners:
Annabel

“Some of the most successful projects of
the Eco Rangers have been what I like to
call the ‘small wins’, where people don’t
notice them, but that doesn’t mean the
impact is small. One of these projects was
reducing the time it took for computers
and printers to go into standby, and
another was encouraging the School to
source its energy more greenly. As well as
this, the School is currently looking at the
future of our energy use and potentially
extending our already large Solar Farm!“
Max
“I wanted to join the Eco Rangers
because I love nature but saw that there
were issues to do with our lifestyle
which disturbs the environment’s gentle
balance; so I wanted to take action
and find other like-minded people who
loved nature too. It’s important to take
on environmental matters because we
directly benefit from nature. As we are
in a very privileged country, not all of us
see the consequences our actions can
have on other people in less privileged
circumstances.

“Nature can be so beneficial for our
mental health and it’s wonderful that
more people have been getting out into
nature recently - hopefully, people will
continue to get outside, and become
friends with the Earth. Everyone can lead
their own change, even if it’s only little.
When someone takes on a matter which
is important to them and others, that’s an
act of kindness, and kind is what we all
can, and need to be.”
Maddie
“After reading and learning about the
climate crisis and implementing more
eco-friendly behaviours into my life, I still
felt like I was lacking proactivity. Having
heard of the various initiatives the Eco
Rangers had been working on, I was
interested in what kind of community
Eco Rangers would be. It turned out to
be a place for expression, action and
education filled with zealous, inquiring
and opinionated people!
“We may not see the impact of
environmental issues every day, but
some people and species do. As stated
by the World Health Organisation
‘climate change is expected to cause
approximately 250,000 additional deaths
per year between 2030 and 2050.’ The
United Nations climate report and
subsequent reports have warned us
that global carbon pollution must be
cut in half in the next ten years for us to
avoid catastrophic, irreversible damage
to our planet. It’s clear to me that if we
can help prevent a crisis that will impact
generations to come, that’s something we
must do.”

“I decided to join Eco Rangers because
so many awful things were happening
to our world and I felt I needed to do
something and learn how I could help our
planet.
“One of my favourite projects has been
the School allotment. Over the past
year, the Eco Rangers have been busy
resurrecting the plot and growing a wide
range of food, my favourite being the
tomatoes which we have also made into
chutney! At home, we are now a lot more
conscious about where our food comes
from; so are trying to buy more locally and
buy our food more sustainably and as a
family, we definitely eat a lot less meat
than we used to.
“I think it’s important to take on
environmental matters because we can
all see the changes that are going on with
our planet which are unsustainable. I think
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The Power of the Christ’s Hospital
Community
Since March last year, the Covid-19 pandemic has affected every aspect of normal life. With the help of the
entire CH community, the School has endeavoured to support not only our pupils and their families, but
also the local area. We have seen how our community has come together to support each other through
these difficult and, of course, unprecedented times.
When the School site closed in March 2020 and pupils began working from home, a
hardship fund of £300,000 was provided by the School for families who were facing particular
difficulties during the pandemic. A number of Old Blues and other friends of the School
came forward to donate to this fund. Since the fund opened, more than £100,000 has been
donated to help support these families. Thanks to the generosity of our community, the
School has been able to provide pupils with laptops and internet dongles, food vouchers,
and telephone counselling sessions, so that no child would be left behind as a result of the
School site being closed.

“So pleased to
get this as every
little helps. God
bless you.”

School fees have been reduced when the site has been closed, but many parents who have
been able to have chosen to continue paying the full amount, with the extra being donated
to the hardship fund. More than £31,000 has been donated in lieu of fees by parents. At
what is such a difficult time for so many, we have seen the commitment of the whole CH
community to our charitable ethos.

CH parent in
receipt of food
vouchers

During the lockdown, our DT department made more than 450 face shields and fulfilled
44 requests from local doctors’ surgeries, care homes and hospitals. Recipients included
the Intensive Care Unit at the Royal Surrey County Hospital, Chestnut Tree House and
St Barnabas House, among many others. We also made donations of PPE from our
Medical Centre to a local hospital and several care homes.
In December, with gyms still closed, Bluecoat Sports (BCS) was able to take part in the
national vaccination effort with space there being used as a vaccination hub by a group
of local NHS surgeries. This is part of the national programme, starting with vaccination
of the most vulnerable, and moving through the age groups in order of priority. In
February, thanks to the efforts of NHS staff working with CH and BCS, the hub had
reached more than 10,000 doses given to local people.

10,000
Recepients of DT face sheilds

vaccine doses at Bluecoat Sports

Entirely independent of CH, the Benevolent Society of Blues (BSB) is a charity set up by Old Blues to help
Old Blues. Julie Wilson, BSB Secretary, said:
“Times have been difficult for many since this pandemic began. The BSB was ready to support the Old
Blue community but also recognised the massive challenge faced by the School and current pupils. The
BSB reached out to the School to assess how we could best help support those pupils in greatest need
and their families. The BSB helped finance the food-voucher scheme which supported everyone who
would have been entitled to free school meals under the Government’s criteria. This scheme ran through
the School closures but also into the summer holidays. We also helped provide much needed equipment, such as laptops,
webcams and keyboards, to enable pupils to learn from home. During the Christmas period we provided hampers and
vouchers to families of current pupils and Old Blues who were most in need. We continue to support many young Old Blues
with finances and support, as well as elderly Old Blues who have been more isolated than ever.
“You can help the BSB by spreading the word, reaching out to Old Blues in your communities, sharing our contact information
on your social media platforms and getting in touch at julie@bluessupportingblues.net if you have any concerns or know of
any Old Blues who may need some support.”
8
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When the Lent term started in January, more than 100 pupils, mainly children of key workers, returned to the School, with the rest of
the pupil body working from home. Strict rules were put in place to protect both pupils and staff who were on site, including social
distancing, face masks, the use of “bubbles” and regular lateral flow testing. All pupils followed a staggered return to site in March,
after the easing of lockdown.
Charlotte (Grecian) was one of the pupils working from home during the lockdown. She had this to say about her experience:
“The transition between School in person and learning online was quite difficult. You go from seeing all of your
friends every day and having lessons in person, to seeing nobody and that was quite difficult at first. Getting
used to the technology and navigating the whole thing was also quite difficult. But, gradually, we all got
used to it and started to get in the flow of things. There are even some advantages to online learning, like
getting to wake up a bit later and just being able to dress properly from the waist up! Working online, it’s
hard to stay motivated a lot of the time because you’re spending all day at a screen. But I’ve managed to
get through it by planning small activities throughout the day; I’ve recently picked up yoga which has been
fun!
“Something that I’ve been missing a lot through being online rather than at School is the sport. I really love
CH sports and the CH teams, it feels really nice to be valued as part of CH sports teams. But we obviously haven’t
been able to do that online. I’m also missing Saturday nights and just living with your friends all the time.
“But we have been able to get through a lot of those things, for example, sport has been broadcast. A lot of the sports coaches have
been making videos and sending them out. There’s been a weekly schedule of sports that you can take part in. Also, the teachers
have offered a lot of support. We’ve also been able to stay connected through online activities. For example, my House Parent is
running online roll calls once a week that we can all join, which is really nice.
“Looking into the future my next stage is university and hopefully that will all go ahead like it usually would and I’ll be able to attend
in the first term. But we’ll see! I’m just trying to stay positive.”
Tristan (Grecian) was also working from home during the lockdown and here he shares his experience:
“I found the transition from face-to-face learning to online learning certainly very smooth. I think it was aided
massively by the clear communication from teachers to pupils. One of the main positives to online learning
is that we’re still able to receive an education; albeit from home. The negative is that we do lose out on
the face-to-face contact, not just in an academic sense but also in a social sense - it can make it a little bit
difficult at times.
“One of the biggest challenges I’ve faced during the online-learning period has been trying to replicate
the same work-orientated atmosphere that’s so prevalent at School. Particularly last year I struggled with
this, and I think the best way to combat it is to establish a routine where you eat, sleep and wake up at the
same times, you do exercise, you go out on walks and get exposed to daylight. I think it’s all really helpful to
make you focus on your work more.
“Like everyone I miss the uniform, the people, marching and the buildings. Specifically, I’ve really missed the theatre. As a drama
scholar, it’s one of my biggest passions; so I’m looking forward to a time when we can go back into the theatre, when it’s safe to do
so.
“Teachers have kept themselves available for one-to-one academic support, which I think is really important. Also, the tutorial
programme is really helpful. It helps us to express any concerns that we have and also to share our thoughts with some of our peers. I
think it’s been really important and helpful during this lockdown period.
“I think there’s a general feeling of empathy amongst everyone and I value that massively. Everyone understands that we’re all in the
same situation and everyone is looking out for each other. I think that is such an admirable trait for us to have.
“I’m certainly very optimistic about the future. I’m really hoping that things improve for the sake of everybody and for the better
of everyone’s health. I look forward very much to the summer term and I look forward to hopefully being able to study English and
drama at university next year.”

We know that times are also very difficult for many, but if you felt able to support the Hardship appeal it would make a huge
difference to the most disadvantaged pupils.
To donate, return the enclosed form or visit:
www.christs-hospital.org.uk/support-us/donate-now
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FUNDRAISING

Christ’s Hospital Invites Bursary
Applications for September 2022 Entry

Christ’s Hospital Partners with Making
The Leap

Do you know a child who could benefit from a bursary at Christ’s Hospital? Please help us to spread the word about our fee-assisted
places by telling your friends, families, work colleagues and neighbours.

Christ’s Hospital has formed a partnership
with Making The Leap to offer a new bursary
award for pupils from the NW10 area.

Simon Reid, Head Teacher, said: “All candidates applying for a place will be assessed on their potential, both academically and
the broader curriculum opportunities. Currently, means-tested bursaries are granted to 667of our 896 pupils; 11% of those receive
a free place, with nearly 37% paying less than 10% of the full boarding fee. Children attending Christ’s Hospital are provided with
uniforms, meals and accommodation, plus all teaching and learning materials. The boarding school community can be a life-changing
experience.”
Current Year 5 pupils who are considering options for secondary education in September 2022 are invited to apply. The closing date
for applications for September 2022 entry into Year 7 is Friday, 17 September 2021.
Christ’s Hospital was established more than 460 years ago as a charitable boarding school and is proud to maintain its founding
principles and ethos. It offers an independent education of the highest quality to children with academic potential, from all
backgrounds in a caring and supportive environment.
When pandemic restictions allow, our termly Open Mornings are ideal opportunities for interested families to visit the School –
everyone who visits is guaranteed a very warm welcome and will be given a full tour of the School plus the opportunity to meet our
staff and pupils.
Families wanting to discover more about Christ’s Hospital before booking to attend an Open Morning can explore our Virtual Open
Day Experience online and contact us with any questions they may have about 2022 entry to Christ’s Hospital or our bursary places.
E: hello@christs-hospital.org.uk
W: www.christs-hospital.org.uk

Making the Leap is a London-based charity
located in Kensal Green, which seeks to
improve social mobility by raising the
aspirations of, and increasing opportunities
for, young people between the ages of 11
and 30. The bursary award has been created
in partnership with CH to help more young
people reach their potential and to ensure
that the School is reaching and supporting
local families who may be struggling at this
time, and who are facing new difficulties and
challenges.
The Making the Leap/Christ’s Hospital
Bursary Award is now open for pupils with
academic potential, who would benefit
from an independent boarding school
education. Current Year 5 pupils who are
considering options for secondary education
in September 2022 are invited to apply.
If you have any questions about 2022 entry
to Christ’s Hospital or bursary places, please
contact:
E: hello@christs-hospital.org.uk
W: www.christs-hospital.org.uk

“The boarding
school
community
can be a lifechanging
experience”
Simon Reid,
Head Teacher

Helping Us Change the Lives of The
Next Generation
Legacies are vital to all charities - last year more than £3 billion was left in Wills to
support good causes. Leaving a legacy to CH is more important than ever as Covid-19
has hit our ability to hold fundraising events at a time when demand for places at the
School from children who need it most is increasing.
Since it was established, CH has relied on the generosity of our supporters to leave
gifts in their Wills. One legacy from 1749 that we still remember today is that of James
St Amand, who left his estate to the School, along with a portrait of his grandfather. He
requested that it be shown at each Court meeting, and that his Will be read annually
to Donation Governors. This still happens today with Nick Tesseyman, Clerk and Chief
Operating Officer reading the Will and showing the miniature at our virtual Court
Meeting in January.
Legacies are crucial to our ability to continue to provide such substantial bursaries to
our families. Currently three-quarters of pupils receive support that averages 86% of the
full fee. In order to thank and acknowledge those who pledge a bequest to the School,
we have created the 1552 Society and members are invited to special events each year.
If you would like any more information or are interested in leaving a legacy to CH please
contact Sarah Clifton on development@christs-hospital.org.uk.
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Bright Futures Campaign Reaches over
£1 Million

The Blue Fund Thanks the Sue
Thomson Foundation

Since launching the campaign in September 2019, Old Blues, parents and other friends of the School have raised more than £1.1
million for Bright Futures. This is an amazing achievement and means that we are only £400,000 away from reaching our target of £1.5
million by September 2021.

In 2012, the Sue Thomson Foundation (STF) launched the Blue Fund as a pilot scheme. Devised by Neville Osmond (MaA 44-51),
Susan Mitchell (1s,7s 47-56 and former CH Treasurer) and Susannah Holliman, the aim of the scheme was to “provide an accessible,
affordable way to contribute to the full cost of a CH education for the neediest children by securing additional, fully funded places”.
They appealed to around 100 of their contacts, each with various connections to CH, to invite them to join the Blue Fund Pilot. After a
positive response, the first STF Blue Fund presentee, Giselle, joined CH in September 2013. Giselle completed her seven years at CH
in the summer of 2020.

The success of Bright Futures was spurred on when CH once again took part in Giving Tuesday, the global day of giving, on 1st
December last year. Thanks to the generosity of the CH community, more than £73,000 was raised by 357 donors. The total was
helped by four amazing Old Blues who joined forces to offer a Challenge Fund of £18,000 to increase the impact of donations. Old
Blues, parents and other friends of CH wholeheartedly took on these challenges, with the entire fund being released by the end of
the day.
For Giving Tuesday, we also held the first ever East vs. West giving challenge for leavers of 2001-20. Old Blues from Grecians East and
Grecians West were pitted against each other to see which side would have the highest number of donors. Competition was close,
but East were declared the winners with West just a few donors behind!
As part of our ongoing fundraising efforts, we will be running a telephone campaign in July to raise money for Bright Futures, as well
as to thank our current donors for their support.
Thank you to everyone who has made a gift to Bright Futures so far. You are helping us to give the opportunity of a CH education to
more young people, regardless of their social or financial background.

MAKE
BRIGHT FUTURES
POSS18LE
To make a gift to our Bright Futures campaign and support disadvantaged
children at CH, please complete the enclosed gift form or visit www.christshospital.org.uk/support-us
Alternatively, please contact the Development Office on:
T: 01403 246570
E: development@christs-hospital.org.uk

£1.5
million
by September
2021

Together
we can
change
lives

18
bursary
places

The STF’s final donation of £56,000 to the current Blue Fund has given it an enormous boost, with over 70% of the funds now secured
for our fifth Blue Fund pupil.
Simon Reid, Head Teacher said: “With the Blue Fund pilot, the STF have enabled a step change in how Christ’s Hospital approaches
its fundraising and engagement and I, along with my colleagues and Council, am enormously grateful to each of you. There is great
power in collective action and to see so many friends of Christ’s Hospital contributing to provide transformative opportunities for high
need children at CH is truly inspiring. Thank you so much.”
It is thanks to the innovation of the “Blue Fund Trio” of Neville, Susan and Susannah that our Blue Fund pupils Tom, Tegan, Bashar
and Hadiyyah are able to enjoy all of the opportunities that CH provides. We look forward to welcoming more Blue Fund pupils to the
School as the Fund continues.
Find out more about the Blue Fund:
W: www.christs-hospital.org.uk/support-us/blue-fund
E: development@christs-hospital.org.uk
T: 01403 246570

MEET THE BLUE FUND PUPILS
“I think the many experiences and chances you get at CH
make it unique. For example events like house singing, house
drama, sports matches and music performances make CH
very special. ”
Tom, Blue Fund Pupil
“My best achievement so far this year has been my
grades. I never really pushed myself academically
before I came to CH and the grades I’ve achieved
here have made me feel really proud of myself!”
Tegan, Blue Fund Pupil
“I wanted to come to CH because the opportunities
really stand out from other schools. I am looking forward
to what the School has to offer as I’m open to trying any
sport or subject!”
Bashar, Blue Fund Pupil
“When I found out I had got a place at CH, I felt
really glad to have this opportunity in life. I have
lovely friends and teachers, and everyone makes me
feel at home.”
Hadiyyah, Blue Fund Pupil
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TIME CAPSULE

Old Blue Sir Henry Cole: Creative
Innovator and Trailblazer of Science
and Commerce
The year 2021 marks the 170th anniversary of the Great Exhibition in London in 1851. This exhibition, also
sometimes known as the Crystal Palace Exhibition, was the pioneer in what was to become a series of World
Fairs that showcased state-of-the-art innovation in culture and industry at the time. Along with Prince Albert,
perhaps the main orchestrator of this famous event was none other than Old Blue, Sir Henry Cole.
Who was Sir Henry Cole?
Sir Henry Cole (1808-1882) was a British civil servant who worked in public service
for 50 years, before retiring in 1873 and leaving behind an extensive and impressive
legacy.
He was born in Bath, the son of Captain Henry Robert Cole of the 1st Dragoon
Guards and his wife, Lætitia Dormer. He was sent to Christ’s Hospital in 1817 at the
age of nine.
After leaving school in 1823 aged 15, he became a clerk for Francis Palgrave
(English archivist and historian at the Public Record Office). At the same time,
he studied painting under David Cox, one of the greatest English landscape
and watercolour painters of his generation, and exhibited sketches at the
Royal Academy. This cross-over of disciplines was key to his future career and
achievements.
Inventions and Endeavours
Sir Henry Cole was a designer, inventor, artist and publisher responsible for a great
many innovations in 19th century commerce and education.
Under the pseudonym Felix Summerly, Cole also published several children’s
books and designed a number of items that went into production, including a prize-winning teapot.
However, perhaps the two most famous creations attributed to him are the Penny Black stamp and (arguably) the first-ever Christmas
card.

With the introduction
of the postal scheme by
Parliament in 1839, Cole
was granted one of
the premiums in order
to create the postage
stamp.
He created the Penny
Black, featuring a profile
of Queen Victoria.
The Penny Black is
now a highly valuable
collectors’ item; in 2011,
a Penny Black from
the first registration sheets created in 1840 sold for around
£348,000.
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Cole’s other
great invention
occurred
when he was
commissioned
in 1843 to create
the first-ever
commercial
Christmas card,
thought to have
been made
to use the newly printed Penny Black stamps. Cole asked his
friend, artist John Callcott Horsley, to design the card.
The card was not a great hit with the public at the time, but
now the rare surviving cards are highly sought after. One of
these cards was sold for £22,500 in 2001; another for £13,750 in
December 2020.

If these two creations were not sufficient
achievements, perhaps his most impressive
endeavour was the Great Exhibition of 1851.
Cole worked alongside Prince Albert and
Augustus Welby Pugin, a private pupil at
Christ’s Hospital, Gothic Revival architect, and
designer of the Palace of Westminster and
Big Ben. They put together one of the world’s
first, art, science and culture extravaganzas,
housed in Joseph Paxton’s glass “Crystal
Palace” building in Hyde Park, London. It was
a trailblazer for many exhibitions to come.
The whole of CH (c. 900 pupils) attended the
Great Exhibition, probably constituting one
of the largest group bookings. The Exhibition
was also attended by many famous people
of the time, including Charles Darwin, Karl
Marx, Michael Faraday (who assisted with the
planning and judging of exhibits), Charlotte
Brontë, Charles Dickens and Lewis Carroll. In
1854, the building was relocated to Sydenham
in south-east London; it was destroyed by fire
in 1936.
The proceeds collected from the event,
as put forward by Cole, were used to improve science and art education in the United Kingdom. Cole became the first General
Superintendent of the Department of Practical Art, put in place by the Government to improve the standard of art and design
education across the country. While acting in this role, he was pivotal in the establishment of the South Kensington Museum, later
renamed the Victoria and Albert Museum in London. Cole was the museum’s first Director. Today the V&A (as it’s more commonly
known) has the world’s largest collection of applied and decorative arts and design, as well as sculpture, housing more than 2.27
million objects and attracting some 4.5 million visitors every year.
His Legacy
As a consequence of the Great Exhibition and the founding of the V&A, Cole saw the
transformation of 20 under-achieving schools of design into 128 forward-thinking schools
of art. His legacy includes 500 night classes in drawing; 1,250 classes in science; and
180,000 schoolchildren were taught elementary drawing. His enthusiasm for science and art
education gradually integrated into British society.
Queen Victoria herself awarded Cole his knighthood in 1875 and he became a favourite
of the Royal household. Cole went on to found the Royal College of Art and played a part
in the development of the Royal College of Music and Imperial College London. Many
Christ’s Hospital pupils have subsequently attended and benefitted from these institutions.
Cole never forgot his CH roots, chairing the School’s Founder’s Day dinner in 1876.
There is an English Heritage Blue Plaque at his South Kensington address (where he both
lived and worked), opposite the V&A Museum, where the Henry Cole Wing now honours
the contribution he made to its foundation.
Sir Henry Cole was an Old Blue who instigated a wave of change in British society during
the 19th century. He brought art, design and science to the forefront of education,
paving the way for young innovators, and establishing institutions that are central to the
development of new generations of creative thinkers.

With thanks to Christ’s Hospital Museum for the information and images.
Christ’s Hospital Museum represents and celebrates the remarkable 465-year history of one of the oldest boarding schools in England.
Contact the Museum Team via:
E: chmuseum@christs-hospital.org.uk
T: 01403 247444 (Tuesdays and Thursdays between 10am and 4pm)
W: www.chmuseum.org.uk
P: Christ’s Hospital (Museum), Horsham, West Sussex, RH13 0YP
SPRING 2021
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UPDATES
EVENTS

EVENTS / UPDATES

Events

Join us for ‘An Hour With...’

Unfortunately, we had to cancel or postpone many of our events and
reunions during the pandemic. We look forward to arranging more
events when circumstances allow, and in the meantime are pleased to
run a programme of webinars over Zoom (more info on page 17).
The School was able to hold some events in the Michaelmas term, albeit with some
restrictions. Once again, despite limitations to social gatherings, you continued to show
your connectedness to each other and to CH through virtual gatherings and other
opportunities to engage digitally. Here are just some of the highlights from the past few
months.

Take a Virtual Tour

CHOBA is pleased to hold a programme of live talks with Old Blues on a variety of subjects. You can register your interest by visiting
www.christs-hospital.org.uk/anhourwith

You can explore CH from the
comfort of your own home with
virtual tour by visiting:

Wednesday 31 March, 7pm, That’s the Spirit! A Taste of a Small Batch Distillery with Tony Brotherton (PeB, PeA 87-94)
Tony will be welcoming you on a virtual tour of his distillery to show how he crafts his gin, vodka and rum, plus he will be giving some
tips on how to best mix your spirits!

www.christs-hospital.org.uk/
wp-content/christs_hospital_
tour/

Friday 9 April, 1pm, Mental Health - Mindfulness as a Therapy for Anxiety and Depression with Monique Maroney (3s 75-79)
Monique will be talking about the origins of mindfulness, the part it plays in the NHS and communities and how the practice is being
adapted for specific populations.
Wednesday 14 April, 1pm, Bletchley Park - Home of the Codebreakers with Colonel Iain Standen (PeA 74-81)
Hear how Bletchley was the home of British WW2 codebreaking; a place where technological innovation and human endeavour came
together to make ground breaking achievements that helped shape the world we live in today.
Tuesday 20 April, 1pm, The Welchman-Turing Bombe - Breaking Enigma with Paul Kellar MBE (LaB 57-66)
Paul will give an insight into how Nazi Germany used Enigma during WWII, the development of the Welchman-Turing Bombe and
how it enabled the Allies to exploit Enigma-enciphered messages as a major source of intelligence.
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Keep up to date with the latest news and forthcoming events online at choba.org
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Message from the Chair
of the CHOBA Board
With the pandemic ongoing and in the
midst of yet another lockdown, it’s been
encouraging to see how Old Blues have
pulled together to support each other
and their communities. As restrictions
look to ease in the coming months, we’re
looking forward to holding more events,
both online and in person, when it is safe
to do so.
Separate to the pandemic, with the social
and cultural diversity of CH’s pupil intake,
a key priority is to attract staff that match
this diversity. The School has introduced
a number of new approaches to facilitate
this aim, and the CHOBA Board and
its Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI)
sub-group are keen to help ensure staff
diversity is increased. One action that we
can all take is to help spread the word
about vacancies at CH and the School’s
aim of increasing staff diversity. We
know that there are many talented Old
Blues who could add enormous value to
CH pupils as teachers or in other roles
at the School. Others will have friends
or networks of contacts that might be
interested in these roles too. All vacancies
will be publicised through CHOBA and
School channels, so please do look out
for them, and if appropriate, actively
promote them with your friends and
networks.
In January, the School published ‘Our

Impact 2019/2020’. This publication aims
to demonstrate how donations to CH
are helping drive social mobility and how
they are benefitting young people at the
School. You can view the Impact Report
online at www.christs-hospital.org.uk/
information/school-publications
I recently told you how all Grecians have
been invited to join CHOBA.org, and we
have recently extended that to include all
current Deputy Grecians. If you can offer
careers advice and share your skills and
experience with current pupils and also
Old Blues, please do make sure you’re
signed up at CHOBA.org. Similarly, if
you are looking to find out more about
a certain industry or would like advice
on how to take on a particular career
path, you can search the Directory of Old
Blues who are willing to offer help. Visit
CHOBA.org for careers networking or to
socialise and reminisce with Old Blues.
It’s been wonderful to hear about how
Old Blues are continuing to achieve great
things, even during these difficult times.
Please do email oldblues@christshospital.org.uk to let us know what
you’ve been up to, so we can share the
positive news with the rest of the CH
community.
Ralph Tait (ThB, ThA 86-93)
Chair of the CHOBA Board

Your
CHOBA Board
The CHOBA Board represents the Old
Blue community and acts as an advisory
body working alongside CHOBA staff
and the Development Office to serve
the interests of Old Blues, act as a
channel of communication and foster
a mutually beneficial relationship
between Old Blues and the School.
Over the past year, the CHOBA Board
has met and discussed items including:
careers and mentoring; leveraging
the choba.org networking site; and
communications and events.

CHOBA Board Members
Ralph Tait (ThB, ThA 86-93)
Bob Judson (MaB, ColB 73-80)
Louisa Lockwood (4s, BA 81-88)
Johnny Owens (MaA 91-98)
Daisy Swayne (née Horwell, BaA 90-97)
Chris Thomas (ThB, ThA, GrW 94-01)
Oniynye Udokporo (BaB, GrE 09-16)
Bridget West (née Dray, 7s, ColB 84-91)

Contact the CHOBA Board
We welcome your ideas and
suggestions at: chobaboard@
christs-hospital.org.uk
SPRING 2021
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NEWS

Old Blues in Print

Old Blue News
SHARE YOUR NEWS
TODAY!

1. Brian Allgar (ColB 54-62) An Answer from the Past: Being the Story of Rasselas and
Figaro
This book, written in verse, tells the story of Figaro’s adventures in the company of his
elephant friend, Rasselas, who is on a quest to rediscover his lost memory. Joined by an
assortment of animals anxious either to assist them or to eat them, they swing between
disaster and calamity on a risky and heartwarming adventure.

Let us know what you’ve been
doing and celebrate your
successes.

2. Caron Garrod (2s 76-79) After Seth
Caron’s self-published first book is a psychological thriller with a whodunnit twist that tells
how, ultimately, the love of friends will triumph over any adversity.

Email us at oldblues@christshospital.org.uk so we can share
with Old Blues.

3. Bill Hayton (MaA 80-86) The Invention of China
This is Bill’s third book and looks into the way certain ‘national myths’ about China were
created in the late 19th and early 20th centuries and how they continue to affect China’s
behaviour today.

Join the conversation on Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram
@CHOldBlues
and on CHOBA.org

4. Julian Bishop (ColB, MdB, MaA 77-84) High, Wide, and Handsome
This witty travel book seeks to understand American culture. It explores why the USA has
been so successful since independence and also identifies some issues that should be
addressed. It is an essential read for anybody interested in America.

Congratulations to these Old Blue recipients of
2021 New Year Honours:
Dr Malcolm Butler (ColB 58-66) Chair, UK Onshore
Geophysical Library, receives an OBE for services to
education, research and development.
Simon Halden (MaB, PeA 69-75) Founder and
Campaign Leader, Sarah Greene Breakthrough Tribute Fund, receives an MBE for
services to cancer fundraising.

Vanessa Maselino (ThA 07-10) recently launched
BASEMNT, a conscious lifestyle magazine which is
raising awareness for brands that both offer style,
unique products, home decor (and much more!) and
are sustainable, ethical, earth-loving and supporting
local communities.
The magazine itself is made out of fully recyclable
and compostable materials, through partnerships
with sustainable printing and packaging companies.
Visit www.basemnt.space

Podcast Station
Francis Scarr (PeA, GrW 06-13), now working for the BBC in Moscow, has recently launched a
podcast Russia Unwrapped. Hear from Russian personalities from across the worlds of sport,
activism, history, the arts and more. Some of them tell their own stories, others will open
windows onto Russia’s rich diversity. Listen wherever you get your podcasts.

Jonny Maunders (MaB, GrE 05-12) and Bertie Traill (LaA, GrE 10-12) have recently launched a
light-hearted current-events podcast, with comedic discussions, rants and sketches on the news
of the week, mining it for danger. You can listen to This Dangerous Podcast wherever you get
your podcasts.

1
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5. Robert Fabbri (MaB, MdB, PeA 72-79) The Three Paradises (Alexander’s Legacy)
The second book in the Alexander’s Legacy series. Alexander the Great’s sudden and
unexpected death has left the largest, most formidable empire the world has ever seen
leaderless. No one is safe as the fight to take control descends into scheming and battles.
6. Rupert Jackson (PrepA, MdB 56-66) The Roman Conquest of Britain and its Legacy
This book tells the fascinating story of Roman Britain, beginning with the late pre-Roman
Iron Age and ending with the province’s independence from Roman rule in AD 409. It
incorporates for the first time the most recent archaeological discoveries from Hadrian’s
Wall, London and other sites across the country, and is richly illustrated throughout with
photographs and maps.
7. Ken Mansell (PeB 53-61) The Story Of 150 Years Of ‘The Blue’
The year 2020 was the 150th anniversary of The Blue, celebrated in a book by Ken Mansell.
The Blue - since 2005 separated into publications for the School and the OB community
- has run to 770 issues containing more than 32,000 pages. The book provides a history
of the publication, including information about the design of the covers, and on content,
such as house notes, literary contributions, correspondence, obituaries and the Hertford
connection. The book is published by Ashwater Press in association with Christ’s Hospital. It
can be ordered through the CH Museum at chmuseum@christs-hospital.org.uk. Further info
can be obtained from the author at ken.mansell@btinternet.com.
7

Remembering
Christ’s Hospital extends sincere condolences to the families and friends of those listed below who have recently passed away.

As part of his fourth year of study at the Royal Birmingham Conservatoire as a saxophonist, Max
Thomas (MdA, GrW 09-16) started a podcast for his major project called Mental Music, aiming
to increase mental health awareness in further education and musicians. Listen on Spotify and
YouTube.

In December, Sebastian Scotney (BaB, ColB 66-73) featured on an episode of The London
Welsh Rugby Club Podcast. Honorary Vice President of the club, Sebastian has been
volunteering at the club for more than 30 years and has inspired hundreds of players who have
been coached by him in their Little Wizards (under 6s). Listen to episode LW 32: Seb Scotney
wherever you get your podcasts.
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Keith Andrews (PrepB, ThB 40-47)
Robert Cole (ColA 34-39)
Bryan Cooper (BaA 40-46)
Mark Cousins (MaA 57-66)
Peter Dawson (PrepB, ThB 40-48)
Patrick Deuchar (PrepB, MaB, LaA 59-66)
Edward Dickinson (MdB 37-44)
Peter Godden-Kent (MaB 48-55)
Helen Guest (née Price) (6s 31-37)
John R Haynes (Staff 40-44)
Catherine Higham (née Ennis) (6s 65-71)
Christopher Hinton (PrepA, MaA 38-45)
William Hogan (MdA 55-60)
John Lobb (PrepA, MdA 53-60)

Eileen Lyddon (née Millward) (8s 41-46)
William Macro (BaB, PeB, LHA 78-85)
Alan Morris (PrepA, ThB 41-50)
David Morris (BaB 38-44)
Derek Mumford (MaB 52-59)
Kathleen Seymore (née Roques) (6s 28-35)
Peter Stevenson (ThB 44-50)
(William) John Turp (PeA 47-55)
Harry (Tony) Waldron (LaB 49-56)
Gordon Wells (LaB 45-53)
John Whipp (ColA 44-51)
William Wilson (MaB 32-37)
Robin Young (ColB 46-53)
Arthur Williams (ColB 34-41)

OLD BLUE MEMORIES
Find links to full obituaries for
Old Blues online at:
www.christs-hospital.org.uk/
old-blues/obituaries
If you would like to let us know
of an Old Blue’s recent death
please contact: oldblues@
christs-hospital.org.uk
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THE OLD BLUE NETWORK
Whether you’re an
Old Blue, parent or
supporter of CH, there
are many ways to
keep in touch and get
involved:

KEEP IN TOUCH
Keep your details up-to-date
to receive the latest news, invitations
and publications.
Contact:
oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk

FIND YOUR FRIENDS

JOIN OUR NETWORK

Staying in touch with CH friends
or tracking down those who you have
lost touch with has never been easier.
Our Old Blue Portal online helps you
to connect with fellow Old Blues and
share your news.

Our Old Blue community stretches
across the globe. Join your local
section or business group to network
with other Old Blues and attend
events.

Visit:
choba.org/directory

Visit:
choba.org/groups

GET INVOLVED

MAKE A GIFT TO
BRIGHT FUTURES

Come back to CH to give a talk,
join our careers network to offer
advice to pupils and Old Blues,
or help organise events – there
are plenty of ways to keep your
links with CH.

Donations of all sizes offer more
young people the life-changing
opportunity of a CH education.
Visit:
www.christs-hospital.org.uk/
support-us/donate-now

Contact:
oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk

or call: 01403 246570

STAY CONNECTED
T: +44 (0)1403 247619
E: oldblues@christs-hospital.org.uk
W: www.choba.org | www.christs-hospital.org.uk
Christ’s Hospital, Horsham, West Sussex RH13 0YP
Registered Charity Number 306975

Christ’s Hospital Old Blues’ Association
@CHOldBlues
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CHOldBlues
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